SpeechTrans Overview
SpeechTrans delivers the world’s most advanced speech-tospeech translator. Its cloud-based processes, accessed
securely over the Internet:
• Incorporate the latest developments in speech-to-speech
translation and automatic speech recognition with custom
algorithms
• Enable users to converse with a foreign language speaker
without an interpreter, with less cost, and greater reliability
• Supports more than 30 languages and 33 language pairs
• Are supported by 20,000 on-call interpreters at the touch of
a button
• Include mobile (any device), laptop/desktop, land-line, and
enterprise-wide implementations
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SpeechTrans™ API Supported Languages
The SpeechTrans APIs support all operating systems
and are available individually. They are:
•
ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition),
•
TTT (Text to Text Translation)
•
TTS, (Text to Speech)
All API requests are made using HTTPS
SpeechTrans API Supported ASR And TTTS List

SpeechTrans Cross Translation Language Pairs
Italian to English

English to Polish

Swedish to English

English to Italian

English to Japanese

Chinese to English,

Spanish to English

Dutch to English

French to English

English to Portuguese

English to Chinese

English to Russian

English to French

English to Spanish

-English (US, UK, AUS)

-Portuguese

Russian to English

German to Russian

-EU French

-Polish

Japanese to English

Russian to German

-Canadian French

-Arabic (UAE, Egypt, Saudi)

Polish to English

French to Russian

-Italian

-Czech

-German

-Greek

Korean to English

Russian to French

-Spanish (EU, US, MX)

-Finnish

English to Swedish

Italian to Russian

-Korean

-Haitian Creole

German to English

Spanish to Russian

-Dutch

-Hungarian

English to German

Russian to Spanish

-Swedish

-Turkish

English to Korean

Arabic to English

-Norwegian

-Vietnamese

-Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese)

-Slovakian

-Russian

-Romanian

-Danish

-Malaysian

-Japanese

-Indonesian

-Czech

-Turkish

English to Arabic
Portuguese to English
English to Dutch
* Additional languages can be built
as required. Real-time human
translation is available in any
language pair with API tie in.
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Technology & Guaranteed Accuracy – by having 20,000
Human interpreters and disruptive capabilities
Language Translation
Dictation
Remote Desktop
Accessibility
Natural Language
Understanding

Mobile, desktop and landline subscribers with real-time voice translations of the other speaker’s
conversation – Patent pending algorithm for scoring translations & telephony
This is a productivity service which subscribers can use to convert their speech to text – Proprietary
Media Gateway for Streaming Speech Recognition anywhere - algorithm for increasing Nuance ASR
Allows users to run our Windows 8.1 Apps from any Operating System or Device. Allows for
companies to host their entire networks in the cloud with streamlined speech recognition.
This service enables the 360 M Hearing Impaired to communicate using automated TTY. No need
for costly operators, can be done in 44 languages and licensed to Telco Operators.
This service improves interaction with your device by speech enabling commands (Siri for
Windows) – Can work over the phone without the need for internet connection

Mobile
SpeechTrans Ultimate combines translation, dictation, and chat. Featured by Apple & MSFT,
Functions on iPhone, IPad, Android, Blackberry, Windows 8 Phone and Tablets.

Laptop/Desktop
SpeechTrans Ultimate for Win 7/8, Dictation App Ranked higher than Nuance Dragon Dictate in Windows 8
Store. SpeechWeb works on Windows XP, 7, 8 and Mac devices allows users to run Windows in cloud.

Land Line
InterprePhone, IntelliConference, SpeechTrans Remote Microphone, and TeleDictation service can be
accessed by dialing our toll free number both automated dictation, translation or to 20,000 live interpreters.

Enterprise
SpeechTrans Cloud based API consisting of ala-carte Speech Recognition, Text to Text translation and
Text to Speech can be licensed to Enterprise clients as we have done with HP by integrating it into their
MyRoom Video Conferencing Solution.
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The comments I want to make are as follows:

My name is Annabelle Garay and I am speaking on behalf of Angie Birchfield from the Interpreters Guild
of America, formerly TTIG, who could not be here in person today.
First of all, I'm proud to say that with the support of CFI, AB2370 has been signed into law. It will require
that interpreters’ certification numbers to be stated on the record and that interpreter credentials be
confirmed by the court. This is a milestone for us, since we have had to deal with far too many noncertified interpreters passing themselves off as court certified or registered interpreters.
We would like to suggest that a type of "bench card" or similar be developed and made available to civil
judges and their clerks to inform them of the implementation of this new law due to take effect January
first, 2015. We would suggest that a similar solution be applied if and when VRI is utilized. The
Interpreters’ Guild is ready to help the courts in any way we can in covering these additional needs. It is
our goal to ensure that the entire civil and criminal law process be fully covered by well qualified, court
certified and registered interpreters, whether at jail interviews, initial police interviews or
attorney/client meetings.
IGA would gladly welcome the opportunity to participate in the Judges’ College or any information
sessions being provided to bench officers and attorneys so as to better inform them regarding
interpreters working in the courts, interpreter credentialing and the implementation of this new law
that will benefit the courts in so many ways. We believe that by providing input on our qualifications,
ethical standards and other protocols we can help bring about a better understanding of our profession.
And I refer to “our profession” because that is what best describes the California court interpreter --“A
Professional”. As you well know, we are required to be conversant with the working vocabulary of
criminal attorneys, civil attorneys, DNA experts, forensic scientists, medical experts, and so on… And in
two languages no less. The work is as rewarding as it is challenging. That’s why the notion of unqualified
people passing themselves off as certified interpreters is so appalling.
It is one of IGA's goals to contact Legal Aid entities that assist indigent LEPs and help these entities to
better communicate and serve their clients without compromise and with high quality interpretation.
Our members are more than happy to work with them.
In our opinion, the LAP guidelines are more a requirement than a recommendation. With the
implementation of the LAP guidelines, the courts will access the independent court certified/registered
interpreters who are truly qualified and ready to continue providing professional interpreting services in
the courts, especially the civil courts. We echo the comments submitted by CFI regarding the
interpreter’s expertise in the Language Access arena and we encourage you to consider having our input
be an integral part of the planning process. We are the experts in Language Access and as such, we
should be given a role in managing our profession. IGA, together with CFI, are ready to work
collaboratively with each other and with the courts to ensure the ready availability of
certified/registered interpreters to guarantee that the language access needs of the LEP community are
met.
We also believe that there are many interpreters who have come into this profession to work solely as
independent contractors and as such should not be bound by the 40/45 day cut off we have been
seeing. Currently, if an independent contractor approaches 40 to 45 days of work in one county, they

must be offered an employee position. There are many independent contractors who prefer to continue
as independents without needing an offer of employment. They should not be excluded from continued
work as contractors in court simply because of this “catch 22”, especially when there is a need in the
courts. We can work together with our employee colleagues who are overburdened and who need our
help.
In closing, I want to thank each and every one of you for the opportunity to voice our opinions and offer
our suggestions and we hope that this will be the beginning of a long and fruitful relationship, working
closely together.
Thank you.

